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Abstract. This paper presents preliminary results of a
search for distant clusters of galaxies using the recently
released I-band data obtained by the ESO Imaging Survey
(EIS), covering about 3 square degrees. A matched filter
algorithm is applied to the galaxy catalogs extracted from
the two sets of frames that contiguously cover the whole
surveyed area. From these catalogs two independent lists
of cluster candidates are generated and used to establish,
directly from the data, a robust detection threshold. In
preparing the list of candidate clusters the main concern
has been to avoid the inclusion of spurious detections. A
preliminary catalog of 35 distant cluster candidates is pre-
sented, with estimated redshifts 0.2 ≤ z ≤ 1.0 over an
area of 2.5 square degrees, after excluding regions where
the quality of the available data is poor.

Key words: galaxies: clusters: general – cosmology: obser-
vations – cosmology: large-scale structure of Universe

1. Introduction

One of the primary goals for undertaking the ESO Imag-
ing Survey (EIS; Renzini & da Costa 1997) has been the
preparation of a sample of optically-selected clusters of
galaxies over an extended redshift baseline for follow-up
observations with the VLT. High-redshift clusters are, of
course, a primary target for 8-m class telescopes. A large
sample of clusters can be used for many different stud-
ies, ranging from the evolution of the galaxy population,
to the search for arcs and lensed high redshift galaxies,
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to the evolution of the abundance of galaxy clusters, a
powerful discriminant of cosmological models. In addition,
individual clusters may be used for weak lensing studies
and as natural candidates for follow-up observations at
X-ray and mm wavelengths, which would provide comple-
mentary information about the mass of the systems. For
most of these applications it suffices to find a large num-
ber of clusters, while for others it is vital to have a full
understanding of the selection effects, to generate suitable
statistical samples.

The main goal of the present paper is to timelyprovide
the astronomical community with a list of cluster candi-
dates that can be used as individual targets for follow-up
observations in the Southern Hemisphere, especially at the
VLT. It must be emphasized that it is not the intention of
the present paper to provide a complete and well-defined
sample for statistical studies, since such analysis is be-
yond the scope of the present effort. This would require
the derivation of the selection function characterizing the
present sample (e.g., search algorithm parameters, observing
conditions) and the comparison with the results from detections
at different wavelengths (e.g., IR, X-ray).

Observations of the first patch of the EIS, covering about 3
square degrees, have been completed, and in March 1998 the
data were made available to the community (Nonino et al. 1999;
hereafter Paper I). In this paper object catalogs extracted from
single 150 sec I-band images are used to identify cluster candi-
dates using the matched filter method proposed by Postman et al.
(1996, hereafter P96) and applied by these authors to analyze
similar data. This method was chosen to allow a direct com-
parison with their results. However, since the data are publicly
available, other groups may wish to produce their own catalogs
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using other methods and choosing smaller but more uniform
regions within the surveyed area. Comparison of the different
catalogs will be useful to assess the strengths and weaknesses
of different cluster search methods, and may lead to a better
understanding of the selection effects present in this optically-
selected sample.

Since the image mosaic adopted by the EIS provides two
sets of frames that contiguously cover the patch, these can be
used to extract two independent galaxy catalogs and to generate
two independent catalogs of candidate clusters. The comparison
between these catalogs is used to quantify the reliability of the
cluster detection procedure directly from the data, while simu-
lations based on the extracted galaxy catalogs are used to deter-
mine conservative selection criteria that minimize the inclusion
of spurious detections in the cluster candidate list presented.

In Sects. 2 and 3 the observations, data reduction and the
object catalogs, that are used for the cluster search, are briefly
discussed. The cluster finding procedure, based on the matched-
filter algorithm proposed by P96, is described in Sect. 4. In
Sect. 5 the properties of the detected candidates are discussed.
In Sect. 6 conclusions of this work are summarized, and its pos-
sible extensions to the search for clusters using the coadded EIS
images discussed.

2. Observations and data reduction

The observations for the EIS are being conducted using the
EMMI camera (D’Odorico 1990) on the ESO 3.5m New Tech-
nology Telescope. The effective field-of-view of the camera is
about9′ × 8.5′, with a pixel size of 0.266 arcsec. Observations
are being carried out over four pre-selected patches of the sky,
spanning a wide range in right ascension. In this paper only
the data obtained in the first of these patches, atα ∼ 22h45m

andδ ∼ −40◦ (hereafter Patch A) are used. Observations in
this patch were obtained during six different runs, from July to
November 1997, and cover a total area of 3.2 square degrees
in I band. The I filter that is being used has a wide wavelength
coverage, and the response function can be found in Paper I. The
EIS magnitude system is defined to correspond to the Johnson-
Cousins system, for zero-color stars.

The EIS observations consist of a sequence of 150 sec ex-
posures. Each point of a patch is imaged twice (except at the
edges of the patch), for a total integration time of 300 sec, using
two frames shifted by half an EMMI-frame both in right ascen-
sion and declination. The easiest way of visualizing the global
geometry of this mosaic of frames is to consider two indepen-
dent sets of them, forming contiguous grids (in the following
referred to as odd and even frames), superposed and shifted by
half a frame both in right ascension and declination.

Observations were carried out in regular visitor mode, and
observing conditions varied quite significantly from run to run,
and also from night to night within a single run. This fact trans-
lates into a considerable spread in the data-quality of different
EIS frames. The seeing and limiting 1σ isophote in one arcsec2

distributions for Patch A observations are shown in Fig. 1 for the
odd and even frames. The median values for the combined sam-

Fig. 1. The data-quality as measured from the seeing and limiting
isophote distributions. The top panel shows the seeing distributions
for the odd (dashed line) and even (dotted line) tiles in Patch A. The
vertical lines mark the 25, 50 and 75 percentiles of the distributions.
The median for the combined sample is 1.10 arcsec. The bottom panel
shows the distributions of limiting isophotes in mag/arcsec2. The me-
dian limiting isophote for the combined sample is 25.42 mag/arcsec2.

ple are 1.10 arcsec and 25.42 mag/arcsec2, respectively. As can
be seen both distributions are broad with the seeing reaching
2 arcsec and limiting isophotes 1 mag brighter than the me-
dian. Also note that there are small differences in the limiting
isophote distributions for the odd and the even frames, which
lead to a variation in the depth of the galaxy catalogs as function
of position and impact the cluster detection.

The data reduction is carried out automatically through the
EIS pipeline, described in Paper I. Even though the pipeline
was designed to produce coadded images, it also produces fully
corrected single frames, using the astrometric and photometric
solution derived from the global data reduction process. The
astrometric solution is found relative to the USNO-A1 cata-
log. The internal accuracy of the astrometric solution is better
than 0.03 arcsec, although the absolute calibration suffers from
the random and systematic errors of the reference catalog. It is
important to emphasize, however, that the internal accuracy is
more than adequate for the relative positioning of the slits in
the first generation of VLT instruments such as FORS. It is also
worth reminding that the pointing accuracy of the VLT is fore-
seen to be no better than 1 arcsec at first light. The photometric
calibration is done in a two step procedure first bringing all the
frames to a common photometric zero-point, taking advantage
of the overlap between the frames, then making an absolute
calibration based on external data. The internal accuracy of the
photometric calibration is. 0.005 mag. The current absolute
calibration uncertainty is. 0.05 mag. Further details can be
found in Paper I.
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Fig. 2.The projected distribution of galaxies with
I ≤ 23 included in the even I-band catalog for
Patch A, limited to the region fully covered by
both even and odd tiles. The marked region is the
region which was excluded from the analysis be-
cause of its obvious incompleteness.

3. Galaxy catalog

In this paper object catalogs extracted from single frames by
the EIS reduction pipeline are used. One of the intermediate
products of the pipeline is a multiple entry object catalog that
includes all detected objects in all individual frames. This object
catalog is a multi-purpose element of the pipeline from which
several catalogs are derived. Among them are the odd and even
catalogs, which are single entry catalogs listing all objects de-
tected in the even or odd frames. To build these catalogs, mul-
tiple detections in the small overlap regions are appropriately
associated to a single object, as described in Paper I.

Fig. 2 shows the projected distribution of galaxies withI ≤
23 from the even catalog of Patch A, for a total of 132,008
objects. The figure only shows the area with full coverage from
both even and odd tiles, totaling 2.91 square degrees.

In Paper I the reliability and completeness of the single-
frame catalogs were explored by comparing the deep reference
field (see Paper I) with the individual frames obtained for that
field. Based on that analysis, it was estimated that the single-
frame odd and even catalogs are 80% complete toI = 23.0 for
a typical frame. At that same limiting magnitude the contami-
nation from spurious objects is estimated to be approximately
20%. As shown in Fig. 23 of Paper I, varying observing con-
ditions had a small impact on the object number counts for
magnitudesI. 23.

The object classification was shown to be reliable toI ≈ 21.
Brighter than this magnitude all objects with a SExtractor stel-
larity index< 0.75 are taken to be galaxies, while all detected
objects fainter thanI = 21 are taken to be galaxies. Already at
this magnitude the fraction of stars is found to be∼25% of the
total number of objects, and taking into account the steep rise
of the galaxy number counts faintward ofI = 21, the contami-
nation of the galaxy catalogs by stars can be considered negli-
gible. Taking into account all objects brighter than the limit for
the star/galaxy separation, it is found that the number of objects
having different classification in the even and odd catalogs is
∼5%.

4. Cluster catalog construction

4.1. Algorithm

Several algorithms are available for an objective search of dis-
tant clusters of galaxies, ranging from counts-in-cells (e.g., Lid-
man & Peterson 1996), to matched filters (e.g. P96; Kawasaki
et al. 1997), and surface brightness fluctuations (e.g., Dalcan-
ton 1996). However, the main concern in this preliminary in-
vestigation is neither to discuss the relative merits of different
algorithms nor to investigate the optimal way of detecting clus-
ters. Instead, the main focus is to investigate the reliability of
the detections from a survey conducted under varying observing
conditions. This is done by comparing the candidates derived
from the two sets of frames available, and also by comparing
the surface density and estimated redshift distribution with those
derived from the Palomar Distant Cluster Survey (PDCS; P96).
From the galaxy number counts presented in Paper I, it was es-
tablished that the EIS data are of comparable depth to those of
P96. Therefore, the first EIS cluster catalogs were constructed
using the matched filter algorithm as presented in P96 to facili-
tate comparisons between the two cluster samples.

Because an extensive description of the algorithm is given by
P96, only a brief summary of that discussion is presented here.
The matched filter algorithm is designed to filter a galaxy cata-
log and suppress preferentially those fluctuations in the galaxy
distribution that are not due to real clusters. Its most attractive
features are: 1) it is optimal for identifying weak signals in a
noise-dominated background; 2) photometric information is in-
corporated along with positional information; 3) the contrast
of overdensities that approximate the filter shape is greatly en-
hanced; 4) redshift and richness estimates for the cluster candi-
dates are produced as a byproduct. The main negative feature of
such an algorithm is that one must assume a form for the cluster
luminosity function and radial profile. Therefore, clusters with
the same richness, but different intrinsic shape, or different lu-
minosity function, do not have the same likelihood of being
detected. The filter is derived from an approximate maximum
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likelihood estimator, obtained from a model of the spatial and
luminosity distribution of galaxies within a cluster. The distri-
bution is represented as

D(r, m) = b(m) + ΛclP (r/rc)φ(m − m∗) (1)

where:D(r, m) is the total number of galaxies per magnitude
and per arcsec2 at a given magnitudem and at a given distance
r from the cluster center;b(m) is the background (field galaxy)
number counts at magnitudem; P (r/rc) is the cluster projected
radial profile;φ(m−m∗) is the cluster luminosity function; and
Λcl measures the cluster richness. The parametersm∗ andrc

are the apparent magnitude corresponding to the characteristic
luminosity of the cluster galaxies and the projected value of
the cluster characteristic scale length (core radius), respectively.
From this model one can write an approximate likelihoodL of
having a cluster at a given position as

lnL ∼
∫

P (r/rc)
φ(m − m∗)

b(m)
D(r, m) d2r dm (2)

The matched filter algorithm is obtained using a series ofδ
functions to represent the discrete distribution of galaxies in a
given catalog, instead of the continuous functionD(r, m). The
application of the filter to an input galaxy catalog is therefore
accomplished by evaluating the sum

S(i, j) =
Ng∑
k=1

P (rk)L(mk) (3)

whereP (rk) is the angular weighting function (radial filter),
andL(mk) is the luminosity weighting function (flux filter), at
every point(i, j) in the survey, and over a range of redshifts
(which corresponds to a range ofrc andm∗ values).

In practice, since the optimal flux filterL(mk) = φ(mk −
m∗)/b(mk) has a divergent integral at the faint magnitude limit
whenφ is a Schechter function (Schechter 1976), it is necessary
to modify this filter. The solution proposed by P96 is to introduce
a power-law cutoff of the form10−β(m−m∗) that, with β =
0.4, would correspond to an extra weighting by the flux of the
galaxy. The optimal radial filter is given by the assumed cluster
projected radial profile. Here a modified Hubble profile is used,
truncated at an arbitrary radius which is large compared to the
cluster core radius. Therefore the flux and radial filter have the
form

L(m) =
φ(m − m∗)10−β(m−m∗)

b(m)
(4)

and

P (r/rc) =
1√

1 + (r/rc)2
− 1√

1 + (rco/rc)2
(5)

whereφ(m − m∗) is taken to be a Schechter function,rc is the
value of the projected cluster core radius, andrco is the arbitrary
cutoff radius. One further correction to the algorithm is required.
The normalization adopted for the flux filter is made according
to Eq. (21) in P96. This normalization is in fact only strictly cor-
rect for a pure background distribution, but introduces an error in

the redshift estimate of cluster candidates when an overdensity
of galaxies is present. To compensate for this effect, and obtain
a corrected filterScorr(i, j), the same procedure proposed by
P96 (their Eqs. 22–26) was adopted here.

4.2. Cluster-finding pipeline

The matched filter algorithm described above is the central com-
ponent of the EIS cluster searching pipeline that was imple-
mented to process the galaxy catalogs produced by the EIS re-
duction pipeline. In this section the details about its implemen-
tation, and the methods adopted to identify significant cluster
candidates are described.

Because of the large size of the patches, they are divided into
overlapping sub-areas, to avoid edge effects in the final candi-
date catalog. The size of the sub-regions are typically 1 square
degree, but are chosen to match the geometry of the region, after
bad areas are removed. This procedure also allows the cluster-
finding to use a more local background.

The matched-filter is applied to each of the sub-catalogs
by evaluating the sumScorr(i, j) for each element of a two-
dimensional array(i, j), to create a filtered image (hereafter the
“Likelihood map”) of the galaxy catalog. The elements(i, j)
correspond to a series of equally spaced points that cover the
entire survey area. At each point(i, j) the sum is evaluated a
number of times, with the radial and flux filters tuned to different
cluster redshift values in steps∆z =0.1 (this will hereafter be
called the “filter redshift”). The minimum adopted filter redshift
is zmin = 0.2, while the maximum redshiftzmax is determined
by finding the redshift value at which the apparent characteristic
magnitudem∗(z) becomes comparable to the limiting magni-
tude of the catalog. This approach gives azmax = 1.3 for the
typical limiting magnitude ofI = 23. The characteristic lumi-
nosity M∗ and the cluster core radius are assumed to remain
fixed in physical units, and also the luminosity function faint-
end slope,α, is fixed. The observable quantitiesm∗ andrc are
assumed to vary with redshift as in an H0=75 km s−1/Mpc
, Ω0=1 standard cosmology. The adopted cluster parameters,
taken from P96, arerc = 100h−1kpc, rco = 1h−1Mpc and
M∗

I = −22.33. The value ofM∗
I was corrected to the Cousins

system adopting the transformation given in P96.
Both a non-evolving galaxy model, and a model with passive

evolution of the stellar population have been considered. In this
paper only the results obtained using a non-evolving model,
based on a template spectrum of an elliptical galaxy taken from
Coleman et al. (1980) are presented. It is important to emphasize
that the choice of the K-correction model does not significantly
impact the cluster detections.

The pixel size of the Likelihood maps (i.e. the spacing be-
tween adjacent(i, j) array elements) is taken to be 26.3 arcsec,
corresponding to the value of the projected cluster core radius,
for a cluster at a redshift of 0.6. Ideally, one would like to have a
varying pixel size, corresponding to a fixed fraction of a cluster
projected core radius at all filter redshifts. However, this would
complicate the comparison between Likelihood maps obtained
with different filter redshift, and since this comparison is ex-
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tremely useful for distinguishing real peaks from noise fluctua-
tions (see Sect. 4.3), it was decided to use a fixed pixel size for
the creation of the maps.

Given the typical redshift limits discussed above, 12 Likeli-
hood maps are created from each input galaxy catalog, and these
are stored as FITS-images, for ease of manipulation. Significant
peaks in the likelihood distribution are identified independently
in each map, using SExtractor. The mean and variance of the
background are determined using a global value in each Like-
lihood map and peaks with more thanNmin pixels with values
above the detection thresholdσdet are considered as potential
detections. At each filter redshift, the value ofNmin is set to cor-
respond to the area of a circle with radius∼ 1rc, while the value
of σdet is kept constant at 2. These parameters were optimized
using the simulations described in Sect. 4.3. The significance
of a detection is obtained comparing the maximum value of
the signal among the pixels where the likelihood is above the
SExtractor detection threshold with the background noise.

The lists of peaks identified in the various Likelihood maps
are then compared and peaks detected at more than one filter
redshift are associated on the basis of positional coincidence.
From this association, likelihood versusz curves are created,
and those peaks that persist for at least four filter redshifts (see
Sect. 4.3) are considered asbona fidecluster candidates. The
redshift and richness estimates for each candidate are derived
locating the peak of the corresponding likelihood versusz curve.
The significance of a candidate detection is measured as the
maximum of the significance versusz curves, regardless of the
estimated redshift of the candidate cluster.

Two richness parameters are derived, following P96. The
first is obtained from the matched filter procedure itself, us-
ing the parameterΛcl introduced in Eq. (1). This parameter is
computed using Eq. (29) in P96, and the Likelihood map corre-
sponding to the cluster estimated redshift. A second independent
richness estimate,NR, is defined to allow for a comparison with
the conventional Abell richness parameter. It is the number of
member galaxies (i.e. the number of galaxies above the esti-
mated background) within a two-magnitudes interval delimited
on the bright side by the magnitude of the third brightest clus-
ter member. This galaxy is identified within a circle of radius
0.25h−1 Mpc, centered on the nominal position of the clus-
ter detection. The magnitude distribution for all galaxies within
this circle is derived using 0.20 mag bins, and the expected
background contribution is subtracted from it. The background
magnitude distribution is determined using the entire galaxy
catalog and the same magnitude bins. Note that this procedure
makes this parameter very sensitive to variations in the back-
ground, leading to large uncertainties, especially for the more
distant candidates. Within this background-subtracted magni-
tude distribution the bin that contains the third brightest galaxy
is identified. The entire procedure is then repeated for a cir-
cle of radius1.0h−1 Mpc, keepingm3, the magnitude of the
third brightest galaxy, fixed to the value determined within the
smaller0.25h−1 Mpc radius circle. To reduce the probability
that a foreground field galaxy on the line of sight to the cluster
could bias the richness estimate, the third brightest galaxy is

constrained to be fainter thanm∗ − 3, wherem∗ is computed
for the cluster estimated redshift.

The final step in producing the cluster candidate catalogs is
the cross-matching between the even and odd detections. The
pairing is done based on positional coincidence only, and the
maximum distance between the two nominal centers must be
less than 1 arcmin, which corresponds roughly to two Likeli-
hood map pixels. The allowed separation was determined from
the estimated uncertainty in the position measurements. The
latter was estimated by comparing the position of the nominal
centers for typical even/odd detections.

4.3. Tests of the algorithm

Simulated galaxy catalogs were used to establish the best choice
of extraction parameters used in the pipeline, namely those that
minimize the frequency of noise peaks. Two areas of patch A,
covering an area of 0.6 square degrees each, were selected to rep-
resent a uniform (in terms of seeing and limiting isophote) and
a typical (i.e. non-uniform) region of the entire surveyed area.
Using both the even and the odd catalogs there are 4 catalogs
available to cover these two areas. From each of these catalogs
25 background-only simulated galaxy catalogs were created
by randomly repositioning the galaxies (within the same area),
while keeping their magnitudes fixed. This procedure neglects
the small correlation that is present between galaxy projected
positions on the sky, but the amplitude of the galaxy-galaxy
angular two-point correlation function is small enough at the
magnitudes of interest here, that this approximation should have
negligible impact on the simulation results.

Using these simulated catalogs it was possible to quantify
the noise-rejection capabilities of the cluster finding procedure.
The results obtained with the four sets of simulations are all
equivalent, and are not distinguished in the following discus-
sion. The simulated catalogs were processed through the cluster-
finding pipeline, and the peak-identification process was run a
number of times, using a range of different settings for the two
SExtractor detection parameters: the minimum number of pixels
above the detection threshold,Nmin, and the detection threshold
itself, σdet, expressed in units of the Likelihood map variance.
It was found that noise peaks are best rejected whenNmin, at
all redshifts, is chosen to be roughly comparable to the area of a
circle with radius the assumed cluster core radius. The adaptive
Nmin compensates for the fixed Likelihood maps pixel scale
mentioned in the previous section.

In Table 1 the results obtained applying different detection
strategies to the background-only simulations are presented. The
number of detections that were found in the simulations, scaled
to a common reference area of one square degree, are reported
as a function of different SExtractor detection thresholds, of
the adopted persistency criterion, and of the lack or presence of
further restrictive criteria on the richness or the significance as-
sociated with the detection. As can be seen, a SExtractor thresh-
old of σdet = 3.0 gives a good rejection of noise peaks, with
at least a factor of 3 fewer spurious detections than the lower
thresholds. To investigate the effect of this threshold on the
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Table 1.Frequency of expected spurious detections per square degree.

σdet = 1.5 σdet = 2.0 σdet = 3.0

All 46.3 56.4 13.3
nz ≥ 4 27.5 14.3 0.4
nz ≥ 4, σ ≥ 3 14.7 9.0 0.2
nz ≥ 4, σ ≥ 4 3.0 1.7 0.4
nz ≥ 4, σ ≥ 3, Λcl ≥ 30 5.1 4.6 0.3
nz ≥ 4, σ ≥ 4, Λcl ≥ 30 0.4 0.4 0.2

extracted candidate lists the detection rates from the real and
simulated data were compared. This showed that applying a
threshold ofσdet ≥ 3.0 decreased the number of detections
in the real and simulated data by similar amounts, while lower
thresholds preferentially rejected spurious peaks in the simu-
lated data. Therefore, aσdet = 3.0 threshold was considered to
be too restrictive. On the other hand, because the automatic SEx-
tractor de-blending procedure can override the specifiedNmin

criterion, it was decided not to use it and therefore a low thresh-
old of σdet = 1.5 resulted in too many blended peaks. As a
compromise a detection threshold ofσdet = 2.0 was adopted.

This threshold results in many spurious detections and there-
fore other properties of the noise generated peaks were used to
minimize their contribution. Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the
most relevant of these properties as derived using the SExtrac-
tor parametersNmin corresponding to the number of pixels
contained within a circle of radius1rc andσdet = 2.0. The
frequency of detected peaks (scaled to a one square degree pro-
jected area) is plotted as a function of the detection significance,
of the number of filter redshifts,nz, where the detection took
place, and of the inferred cluster richness,Λcl. From the figure
it can be seen that in addition to the detection significance, the
number of filter redshifts at which the peak appears is a valu-
able tool for discriminating noise peaks. Typically, noise peaks
appear in only a few redshift shells, while clusters are detected
in more than five. Therefore, candidate clusters are required to
be detected in at least four redshift shells. The lower panel of
Fig. 3 shows another useful noise discriminant, namely the in-
ferred richness,Λcl, which for the noise peaks is rarely above
Λcl =30. Therefore the requirement that the inferred richness
should beΛcl ≥ 30 has been used as a third criterion for the
cluster candidate selection.

From Table 1 the effect of the different noise rejection cri-
teria can be seen. For the selected detection parameters of the
adaptiveNmin, discussed above, andσdet = 2.0, the additional
criteria of the number of filter redshiftsnz ≥ 4 and inferred rich-
nessΛcl ≥ 30 were adopted. These criteria yield a frequency of
noise peaks∼ 0.4 per square degree in the case of a restrictive
significance≥ 4σ, and∼ 4.6 if a significance≥ 3 is adopted.
For comparison, the expected frequency of spurious detections
in the PDCS is 0.8 per square degree when peaks with signif-
icance≥ 4σ are considered, and 4.2 per square degree when
peaks with significance≥ 3σ are taken into account.

Fig. 3.The properties of noise-generated peaks in the background-only
simulations. The three panels show the frequency distribution (scaled
to a one square degree projected area) of noise peaks as a function
of the detection significance, of the number of filter redshifts where
the detection took place, and of the inferred richness. The SExtractor
detection parameters used here isNmin corresponding to a circle of
1rc andσdet = 2.

5. Results

The cluster-finding procedure described in the previous section
was applied to Patch A even and odd single-frame catalogs. To
facilitate a comparison between the derived cluster candidates,
the search was restricted to the region of overlap between the
odd/even galaxy catalogs. Furthermore, a region at the north-
east corner of the patch was discarded, because of severe incom-
pleteness. The effective area searched is delineated in Fig. 2,
covering 2.5 square degrees.

Using the cluster model described in Sect. 4.2 and the selec-
tion criteria described in the previous section, the cluster catalog
presented in Table 2 was constructed. The upper part of the table
lists the “good” candidates, which are those with significance
≥ 4σ, in at least one catalog or with a significance≥ 3σ in both
catalogs, while the lower part gives the candidates detected at
3σ in only one catalog. In both cases the additional criteria of
detection requiringnz ≥ 4 andΛcl ≥ 30 are imposed. Fur-
thermore, all candidates with significance≥ 5σ andnz ≥ 4,
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Table 2.Preliminary EIS cluster catalog

Cluster name α (J2000) δ (J2000) znoevol Λcl NR σeven σodd Notes

EIS 2236−3935 22 36 02.9 −39 35 33.7 0.3 44.5 12 4.9 4.9
EIS 2236−4017 22 36 18.0 −40 17 54.9 0.6 107.8 47 5.8 6.8
EIS 2236−4026 22 36 47.6 −40 26 17.4 0.4 44.0 15 − 4.2
EIS 2237−4000 22 37 11.4 −40 00 16.1 0.3 31.3 30 3.8 4.6
EIS 2237−3932 22 37 45.3 −39 32 11.8 0.2 30.1 42 4.1 4.1 EDCC 169
EIS 2238−3934 22 38 03.4 −39 34 50.4 0.3 41.8 40 4.4 −
EIS 2238−3953 22 38 46.4 −39 53 41.9 0.6 57.5 36 3.3 3.0
EIS 2239−3957 22 39 17.3 −39 57 03.3 0.5 56.1 40 − 4.0
EIS 2239−3954 22 39 18.4 −39 54 34.9 0.3 62.5 25 6.2 6.8
EIS 2240−4021 22 40 07.8 −40 21 08.0 0.3 41.2 21 4.9 5.4
EIS 2241−4001 22 41 19.0 −40 01 15.9 0.9 232.2 87 3.5 5.2
EIS 2241−4006 22 41 26.7 −40 06 24.7 0.3 32.6 22 4.9 3.9
EIS 2241−3932 22 41 31.3 −39 32 10.4 0.4 44.5 14 4.0 4.2
EIS 2241−3949 22 41 42.1 −39 49 14.6 0.2 47.9 30 7.1 8.1
EIS 2243−4013 22 43 01.3 −40 13 58.2 0.2 36.3 16 6.1 5.9
EIS 2243−4010 22 43 01.9 −40 10 24.8 0.3 39.1 26 5.4 −
EIS 2243−3952 22 43 19.4 −39 52 41.2 0.3 50.9 27 6.2 − S1055
EIS 2243−4025 22 43 23.8 −40 25 49.9 0.2 28.9 6 6.2 5.5
EIS 2243−3959 22 43 29.4 −39 59 33.5 0.3 45.0 32 4.5 5.5
EIS 2243−4008 22 43 47.4 −40 08 47.0 0.3 34.3 30 − 4.4 *
EIS 2243−3947 22 43 56.1 −39 47 28.8 0.4 48.6 34 4.1 −
EIS 2244−4014 22 44 01.0 −40 14 29.6 0.6 75.7 33 − 4.2
EIS 2244−3955 22 44 23.2 −39 55 23.6 0.2 41.7 20 5.6 − *
EIS 2244−4019 22 44 28.4 −40 19 46.5 0.3 38.3 27 4.9 4.6
EIS 2246−4012 22 46 30.1 −40 12 48.4 0.2 34.6 19 5.8 −
EIS 2246−4012 22 46 48.5 −40 12 48.2 0.4 39.5 32 3.2 3.6
EIS 2248−3951 22 48 28.7 −39 51 24.6 0.5 49.4 15 3.4 3.4 *
EIS 2248−4015 22 48 54.8 −40 15 18.8 0.3 36.2 26 4.6 4.4
EIS 2249−4016 22 49 33.9 −40 16 33.7 0.6 63.2 42 3.4 3.6

EIS 2236−4008 22 36 46.0 −40 08 45.2 1.0 184.1 49 3.1 − *
EIS 2238−4001 22 38 33.8 −40 01 50.9 0.7 97.0 24 3.9 − *
EIS 2238−4010 22 38 36.0 −40 10 36.6 0.8 89.1 20 3.0 − *
EIS 2239−3946 22 39 34.4 −39 46 41.8 0.7 67.9 82 3.1 −
EIS 2244−4013 22 44 59.3 −40 13 08.1 0.9 130.2 82 2.6 3.2 *
EIS 2249−3958 22 49 33.0 −39 58 10.1 0.9 123.6 29 − 3.1

regardless of their richness, were included. The results show
that there are 26 “good” detections in the even and 23 in the
odd catalog. As discussed below, most of these represent paired
detections. For lower significances, one finds 5 detections in the
even and 2 in the odd catalog, respectively.

For each cluster, Table 2 gives: in column (1) the cluster
ID; columns (2) and (3) the J2000 equatorial coordinates; in
column (4) the estimated redshift using a K-correction obtained
assuming no evolution of the stellar population; in columns (5)
and (6) the richness estimatesΛcl andNR; in columns (7) and (8)
the significance for the detection in the even and odd catalog, if
available; and in column (9) an asterisk indicates doubtful cases
based on the visual inspection of the coadded image. When a
candidate cluster is detected in both the even and odd catalogs,
the redshift and richness estimates presented in the tables are
the ones derived from the catalog where the highest likelihood
value was measured. In total 29 “good” candidates are reported,
giving a density of 11.6 per square degree.

Of the 26 “good” detections found in the even catalog 19
(73%) have a counterpart in the odd, while for the 23 detections
in the odd catalog 19 (83%) have a counterpart in the even. For
the sample as a whole the probability of having a counterpart in
the other catalog is still reasonably high−65% for detections in
the even catalog and 80% for the odd. The observed difference
in the frequency of paired detections between the two cata-
logs is probably due to variations in the observing conditions.
Overall the even frames tend to have fainter limiting isophotes
than the odd (Fig. 1) which may explain the larger number of
detections in the even catalog. Furthermore, inspection of the
limiting isophote maps shows, that in general, objects of high
significance in one catalog not detected in the other lie in re-
gions where significant variations of the limiting isophotes are
seen. Therefore, the results reflect the lack of homogeneity of
the data.

In Fig. 4 the projected distribution of the detected cluster
candidates is shown. There is a clear paucity of clusters in the
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Fig. 4. The projected distribution of the cluster candidates. The filled
circles are the “good” candidates, while the open circles represent the
3σ candidates detected in only one catalog.

region around the positionα ∼ 341.5◦ andδ ∼ −40.0◦. In-
spection of the seeing and limiting isophote maps shows that
the data in that region are reasonably uniform and deep, and the
lack of clusters in the region is probably real. In the region con-
sidered in the present paper there are four clusters listed in NED.
Out of these two have also been identified in the present work.
These are S1055, which is located behind the bright galaxy ESO
345-G046, and EDCC 169. Those not identified are EDCC 163
and a Lidman & Peterson (1996) cluster (Cl2245-4002), both
of which lie at the edges of the region considered in this paper.

For each cluster cutouts from the coadded image are cre-
ated, covering a region of7 × 7 arcmin centered at the nomi-
nal position of the detection. The area covered roughly corre-
sponds to the FORS field of view. These cutouts are available
at “http://www.eso.org/eis/”. Also available are image postage
stamps from all the passbands available at a given cluster po-
sition. Using these postage stamps all cluster candidates were
visually inspected. As a result, a note was added to Table 2, to
indicate doubtful cases. Note that most of these are in fact found
in the lower part of the table, associated with lower significance
detections. Of the “good” candidates only three are doubtful,
all at the edges of overlapping frames (in the language of the
coadded image presented in Paper I, near the border of differ-
ent contexts). It is also worth pointing out that 11 out of the 16
candidates not detected in both even and odd frames are located
near the border of regions where the quality of the images vary
significantly. Most of these cases are located near the shallower
region centered atδ ∼ −40◦12′ (δ ∼ −40.2◦) clearly visible in
Fig. 2. However, it should be noted that the eye-balling did not
indicate that these candidates are less promising than in other re-
gions. Another example is the candidate EIS 2243−4008 found
near the brightest star in the region. This shows that the cluster
finding method as currently implemented is not optimized for
dealing with inhomogeneous data of the sort presented here.
since it implicitly assumes a fairly homogeneous background.

In Fig. 5 the redshift distribution of the total candidate sam-
ple is shown and compared to the distribution for the candidates
reported in the PDCS. Considering the small number of candi-

Fig. 5. The upper panel shows the redshift distribution of the cluster
candidates in Table 2. The shaded area is the distribution of the good
clusters while the white area shows the additional contribution from the
less robust candidates. The lower panel shows the redshift distribution
for the cluster candidates from the PDCS scaled to an area of 2.5 square
degree for comparison.

dates, the redshift distribution of EIS candidate clusters agrees
well with that determined for PDCS. The shaded area represents
the redshift distribution of the “good” candidates. The distribu-
tion of these candidates covers the redshift range from 0.2 to 0.9,
while the total sample extends toz = 1 with a median redshift
of z = 0.3.

Fig. 6 shows the distributions of the two cluster richness
estimates, comparing those for the total cluster sample with the
“good” candidates. As can be seen theΛcl richness spans a wide
range extending up to∼ 230 with a median of∼ 45.0. The Abell
richness estimate,NR, is found to vary between 6 and 87 with
a median of 29. Note that in the case of richness an appropriate
comparison with the results of P96 cannot be made because of
our imposed richness criterion in the detection and differences
between the estimates of the mean background counts in the
calculation of the Abell richness in this paper and in P96.

A comparison between the estimates of the candidates’
properties, discussed in the previous section, is used to obtain a
rough estimate of their accuracy. Fig. 7 shows a comparison of
the estimated redshifts for all paired detections, as determined
in the odd/even catalogs. Some of the points represent more
than one cluster candidate due to the discreteness of the redshift
bins. The mean difference of the two redshift estimates is found
to be small∼ 0.01. Similarly, Fig. 8 shows the comparison of
theΛcl richness estimates. As can be seen, in general they agree
remarkably well. The average difference in the estimates rela-
tive to their mean value is about 10%. There is only one large
disagreement found for a candidate cluster atz ∼ 0.9 with very
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Fig. 6. The upper panel shows the distribution of the richness mea-
sureΛcl, the shaded area is the distribution of the good candidates
and the white shows the additional contributions from the less robust
candidates. The lower panel shows the distribution of Abell richness.

Fig. 7. Comparison of the matched filter redshifts derived from the
even and odd catalogs. Most points along the diagonal (dotted line)
represent more than one detection due to the redshift grid.

different significances in the two catalogs, thus leading to differ-
ent richness estimates. Note that this candidate also corresponds
to one of the deviant points in the redshift comparison.

Fig. 8. Comparison of theΛcl richness estimates as derived from the
even and odd catalogs. The dotted line represents the slope equal one
line.

6. Summary and future developments

The recently released EIS I-band data for Patch A (α ∼ 22h45m

andδ ∼ −40◦; see Paper I) have been used to search for clusters
of galaxies over an area of 2.5 square degrees, in the redshift
range0.2 ≤ z ≤ 1.3. The matched filter algorithm has been
applied to the even and odd single-frame catalogs to assess the
performance of the cluster-finding pipeline, to establish the de-
tection threshold for robust detections and to evaluate the quality
of the EIS data for this kind of analysis, one of the main goals
of the survey.

The candidate cluster sample of “good” detections consists
of 29 objects, yielding a surface density of 11.6 candidates per
square degree, with a median redshift ofz = 0.3. When all
3σ detections are considered 35 candidates are found, leading
to a surface density of 14 per square degree. Both the redshift
distribution and the surface density of candidates are consistent
with the results of P96. To help users to evaluate these candidates
and to prepare finding charts, image postage stamps are available
at “http://www.eso.org/eis/”.

These results should be considered preliminary as signifi-
cantly better data are available for the other EIS patches. More
importantly, the use of catalogs extracted from the coadded im-
ages will allow a deeper cluster search to be carried out, thereby
extending the redshift range for the cluster sample. Clearly, the
EIS data more than fulfills the science requirements of the sur-
vey, as originally stated.

In this first release of the EIS cluster catalog the effort has
been concentrated on the I-band data. However, a limited num-
ber of frames in V-band have been obtained and will be used
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to further investigate the candidate clusters over the surveyed
region (Olsen et al. 1999).
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